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Abstract 

We consider the problem of estimating the state of a 

diffusion process, based on continuous time observa- 

tions in singular noise. As long as the observations are 

regular values of the observation function, we derive an 

equation for the density (w.r.t. the canonical Lebesgue 

measure on the corresponding level set) of the condi- 
tional probability distribution of the state, given the 
past observations. The proof is based on the idea of 
decomposition of solutions of SDE’s, as introduced by 
Kunita. 

1 Introduction 

One major limiting assumption in the nonlinear filter- 

ing literature is the nondegeneracy of the observation 

noise covariance matrix. However, there are numer- 
ous situations of practical interest, where some perfect 
noise-free information is available about the unknown 

state, and yet the problem of state estimation with de- 
generate observation noise has received little attention, 

except in the linear case, see Kwakernaak and Sivan [8, 
Section 4.3.41. 

An additional motivation for studying this problem, 
is the existing connection with various problems of 
state estimation for non classical dynamical systems, 
including : hybrid systems, i.e. systems with state con- 
straints, stochastic differential-algebraic systems, sys- 

tems with colored noise, see Korezlioglu and Rung- 
galdier [S], systems with state-dependent observation 

noise, see Takeuchi and Akashi [9], etc. 

Finally, a better understanding of the nonlinear filter- 
ing problem with noise-free observations should help 
designing robust and efficient numerical approximation 

schemes in the important case where the observation 
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noise is small. 

To be more specific, we consider the following state 

equation in R” 

dXt = b(Xt) dt + dW, , (1) 

where {Wt , t > 0) is a Wiener process with identity co- 
variance matrix, and the noise-free d-dimensional con- 
tinuous time observations 

.%t = h(Xt) . 

The objective of nonlinear filtering is to compute the 
conditional probability distribution 

/a (dx) = P[Xt E da: I Zt] , 

where Zt = a(.~, , 0 5 s 5 t) is the g-algebra generated 
by the observations up to time t. 

Remark 1.1 In the case where the state equation also 
is noise-free, i.e. reduces to an ordinary differential 
equation, the state estimation problem has been in- 
vestigated by James [3], and numerical approximation 

schemes have been proposed by James and LeGland [4]. 

What makes this problem singular is that for any t > 0 
the state Xt is known ezactly to belong to the level set 

M zt, where for all z E Rd 

Mz = h-‘(z) = {z E Rm : h(z) = z} . 

Therefore, the conditional probability distribution pt 
is supported by the set M,Q, which in general has zero 

Lebesgue measure, and pt does not have a density w.r.t. 

the Lebesgue measure on Rm. The question naturally 

arises whether pt has a density w.r.t. some canonical 
measure on the level set Mz,. The objective of this pa- 

per is to give conditions under which this holds, and to 
provide an explicit expression for the density. A sim- 
ilar problem with discrete time observations has been 
considered in Joannides and LeGland [5]. 
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If the mapping z t) h(z) is injective, then Xt is known 
exactly from the observation of et. However, this can 

only happen if m 5 d, which is not the most interesting 

case. Notice that, in principle, the quadratic variation 

(z)t of the observation process, and its time derivative 

-$,t = Wt) [wt)l* , 

are also observed without error. Hence, if the mapping 

x * (h(x), h’(x) [w41*) is injective, then again Xt is 

known exactly from the observation of (zt, -&t). 

We consider here the extreme opposite case where m 2 

d, and where for any x E R” the matrix h’(z) [h’(x)]* 

depends only on h(x), i.e. the quadratic variation (,r)t 
would not bring any additional information, even if it 

would be available. We define the following (2, , t 2 

0}-stopping time 

7 = inf{t 2 0 : zt $ R} , 

where R c Rd denotes the set of regular values of the 

mapping h. Notice that if z E R, then the level set MZ 

is an (m - d)-dimensional submanifold of R*, and for 

any x E n/1,z the matrix h’(x) [h’(x)]* is invertible. 

For any 0 5 t < T, we derive an explicit expression, see 
equation (12) below, for the density (w.r.t. the canon- 
ical Lebesgue measure XZt on M,Q) of the conditional 
probability distribution pt. The proof is based on the 
idea of decomposition of solutions of SDE’s, as intro- 
duced by Kunita in [7]. 

2 Differentiating the observations 

Recall that our model is 

dXt = b(Xt) dt + dWt , Xo -PO(Z) dx 

(2) 
a = NW 

where {Wt , t 2 0) is a Wiener process with iden- 

tity covariance matrix, and where the initial condition 
X0 has an absolutely continuous probability distribu- 

tion PO(X) dx w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure on R”, with 
a continuous density po. The first step is to write 
the observation equation in differential form, and the 
model (2) can be written equivalently as 

dXt = b(Xt) dt + dWt , Xo - PO@> da: 

dzt = L h(Xt) dt + h’(Xt) dW, , (3) 

20 = h(Xo) , 

where L is the backward second order partial differen- 

tial operator associated with equation (l), i.e. 

L=gb’(.)&+$ 2 &. 
i=l 1 i,j=l 

Notice that the prior distribution of the r.v. Xe is 
PO(Z) dx. The posterior distribution satisfies 

cLo(d4 = P[Xo E dx I 201 = p.zo Cd4 , 

where for any z E Rd 

pz(dx) = P[Xo E dx ] h(Xo) = z] , 

by definition. If ze is a regular value, i.e. if r > 0, 
then Mzo is a (m - d)-dimensional submanifold of R”‘, 
with canonical Lebesgue measure X.ro. Moreover, if the 
density po is continuous, and does not vanish identically 

on Mzo, then 

PO(X) 
w. (dx) = c - 

Jh (x> 
Azo (dx) 

see Joannides and LeGland [5], i.e. the posterior dis- 
tribution is absolutely continuous w.r.t. X,, where c 
is a normalization constant, and where Jh denotes the 

Jacobian determinant of the mapping h, defined by 

Jh(x) = Jdet (h’(x) [h’(x)]*) , 

for any x E R”, see Evans and Gariepy [l, Section 3.21. 

For any t 2 s, let 2: = C(Z~ -zs, s < T 5 t) denote the 
o-algebra generated by the increments of the observa- 
tion between time s and time t, so that Zt = 2, V 2:. 

Proposition 2.1 For any t 2 0, and any test function 
f defined on R” 

h,f) = WXt) I %I = E,,[fWt) I %‘I , 

where 

po(ak) = P[Xo E dx I 201 . 

As a result, the model (3) can be written equivalently 

as 

dXt = b(Xt) dt + dWt , x0 - PO(h) 

(4 
dq = Lh(Xt)dt+h’(Xt)dW, 

where { Wt , t > 0) is a Wiener process with identity co- 
variance matrix, and where the initial condition X0 has 
the probability distribution /.~(dx) supported by Mzo. 
Notice that this is a non-standard nonlinear filtering 
model, since the covariance matrix of the observation 

noise depends on the state. 

3 State-dependent observation noise, 
and main assumption 

For the model (4) obtained at the end of the previous 
section, the following decomposition of the observation 



has been shown by Takeuchi and Akashi [9]. On the 

time interval 0 2 t < 7, the d x d matrix r(X,) = 

h’(Z) [wal’ is invertible, and we define the two 

processes 

zt= T 
/ 

t 

-V2 (X,) dz, , 

(z)t = a 4 - (1’ zs dz:) - ( 
0 

fz,dz;)’ . 
0 

Notice that Rf 2 Us - (Z)O , 0 5 s 5 t) C 2: for 
any t _> 0. It holds 

dZt = r -1’2(Xt) L h(Xt) dt + dl? , 

where 

@t = r-“2(Xt) h’(Xt) dWt , 

hence {vt , 0 5 t < r} is a d-dimensional Wiener pro- 

cess with unit covariance matrix, and 

-$(zh = w4 * 
The observation zt is decomposed into a noisy compo- 

nent Zt with additive nonsingular Gaussian white noise, 
and a noise-free component (z) t. Takeuchi and Akashi 

have shown in [9, Theorem l] the following equivalence : 

2: = zy V 72: , where ?,y = a@, - .Zo , 0 5 s < t) de- 

notes the o-algebra associated with the increments of 

the noisy component of the observation. 

This illustrate the connexion, mentioned in the In- 

troduction, between models with noise-free observa- 
tions, and models with state-dependent observation 
noise. However, this connexion is rather in the form 
of a circling argument : the original model (2) had 

noise-free observations, and was transformed, after 
time-differentiation, into the model (4) with state- 

dependent observation noise. This new model was in 

turn transformed into the following model 

dxt = b(Xt)dt+dWt , Xo - po(dx) 

dzt = r(Xt)-‘j2 L h(Xt) dt + dvt , (5) 

$(zh = Qh) , 
with noise-free observations. In principle, either the 

mapping x b--b (h(x), +)I is injective, or we should dif- 

ferentiate the noise-free component of the observation, 

etc. 

To avoid these difficulties, and because it is ques- 
tionnable whether the quadratic variation process 

{ (z)t , t 2 0) can be computed in practice, we make the 
following assumption, which will hold throughout the 
end of the paper, and which states that the quadratic 

variation derivative -(z)t, even if it could be com- 
d 

dt 
puted, would not bring any additional information, 

that was not already available from the original ob- 
servation zt . 

Assumption A : For any CC E Rm 

7(x) = h’(x) [h’(x)]* = R(h(x)) ) 

for some measurable function R(e) defined on Rd, and 

taking values in the space of symmetric positive d x d 

matrices. 

Example 3.1 [distance measurements] The Assump 

tion A is satisfied in the case where m 2 d = 1, and 
where h(z) = 1~1~ for all z E Rm. Indeed h’(z) = 2~” 

hence T(Z) = 4 ]z]’ = 4h(z) for all x E R”. 

4 The Zakai equation 

Under the Assumption A, r(Xt) = h’(Xt) [h’(X,)]* = 

R(zt), for any t 2 0. In particular, the noise process 

J 

t 

vt = h’(X,) m/v, > (6) 
0 

in the differentiated observation equation is a d-dimen- 
sional continuous martingale, with quadratic variation 

(0 = J’R(4 ds , 
0 

depending on the observation only, and quadratic co- 
variation 

(V, W), = I’ h’(X,) ds . 

The Jacobian determinant Jo = dm is in- 

dependent of x E Mzo, hence the conditional probabil- 

ity distribution at time 0 reduces to 

po(dx) = CPO(X) Xz,(dx) > 

where c is another normalization constant. 

As a result, the model (3) can be written equivalently, 
under the Assumption A, as 

dXt = b(Xt) dt + dWt , Xo - po(dx) 

(7) 
dzt = Lh(Xt)dt+dVt , 

where { Wt , t 2 0) is a Wiener process with iden- 

tity covariance matrix, where the observation noise 
{Vt , t > 0). is a d-dimensional continuous martingale, 
with quadratic variation depending on the observation 
only, and where the initial condition X0 has the prob- 
ability distribution po(ds) supported by Mzo. Notice 
that this is now a standard nonlinear filtering model, 

with correlated noise. 

We introduce the following notations : for any x E R”’ 

T(X) = h’(x) [h’(x)]* ) 



and for any regular point z E Mz with z E R 

P(X) = [h’(x)]’ +(4 > 

n(x) = [h’(x)]* ?--I (x) h’(x) = p(x) h’(x) . 

Notice that, for any regular point x the rows of the 

d x m Jacobian matrix h’(z) generate the normal space 

NX Mz to the manifold Mz at point x, and for any 

v E R” the vector n(z)v is the orthogonal projec- 

tion of v on the linear space Nz Mz. Notice also that 

h’(x) p(z) = I for any regular point x, where I denotes 

the d x d identity matrix. For any 0 2 t < 7, we can 
decompose the noise process in the state equation as 

wt = w,” + wL t 1 

with 

w+ t J 
t n(X) ms = J ,4X,) dK , 

0 0 

and we notice that 

(W’), = (W*, W)t = I” x(X,) ds , 

hence (Wl, WII), = 0 and (V, Wll)t = 0. 

The model (7) can be written equivalently as 

dXt = b(Xt) dt + p(Xt> dVt + (I- dXt>] dWt , 

Xo - I.lo(dx) (8) 

da = Lh(XJdt+dV,, 

where {Wt , t 2 0) is a Wiener process with identity 
covariance matrix, where {Vt , t 2 0) is a continuous 
martingale defined by (6)) and where the initial con- 

dition X0 has the probability distribution po(dz) sup- 

ported by Mzo . The standard approach to this problem 

would be to use the reference probability method, and 

to compute 
(at > f> 

(/-hIf) = @1) 1 

for any test function f defined on Rm, where the un- 
normalized conditional probability distribution ut (dx) 
satisfies the Zakai equation 

dat = L* ut dt + f: B; cTt Rk*‘(zt) dz; , 
k,l=l 

(9) 

in weak form, with first order partial differential oper- 
ators 

&=Lh*+&:& 
i=l 

I 

for any Ic = 1,.-e, d, and with initial condition 

CTO (dx) = po(dx) supported by Mz,. In (9), the co- 
efficients @(Q) for k,l = I, -. . ,d are the entries of 

the d x d matrix R-‘(zt). 

By definition, for any 0 5 t < T the unnormalized 

conditional probability distribution at(dx) has to be 

supported by Mz,. However, the equation (9) does not 
give any insight about this fact. The purpose of the 
next section is to give a more geometric picture, using 
the idea of decomposition of solutions of SDE’s. 

5 Decomposition of stochastic flows 

Let {&,,(a) , 0 5 s < t} denote the stochastic flow 

of diffeomorphisms (solution map) associated with the 
following stochastic differential equation 

dSt = b(Xt) dt + p(Xt) [dzt - L h(Xt) dt] 

(10) 
+ [I - 4&>] wt , 

obtained from the model (8). In particular 

bt:f) =E,,[f(Xt) I %)I =Ep,,[fo&o(Xo) I Z:l, 

for any test function f defined on Rm. 

Proposition 5.1 On the time interval 0 5 t < T, the 

solution of (10) satisfies 

dXt = [I - n(Xt)] o [b(Xt) dt + dWt] 

(11) 
+ p(X,) o dzt . 

From this equation, and using the Stratonovich chain 
rule, we have 

WXt ) = h’(Xt) o dXt = dzt , 

hence? integrating from s to t 

h[&,,(x)] - h(x) = zt - zs 7 

hence &(x) E Mz, if x E Mz,, i.e. the diffeomorphism 

&J-) maps Mz, to ht. 

Let {It+(.), 0 5 s 5 t} denote the stochastic flow of 
diffeomorphisms associated with the following SDE 

4t = ,4&t) 0 da . 

The diffeomorphism &(.) is measurable w.r.t. Zf, and 
can be computed directly from the observations. Notice 
that the same remark as above holds, i.e. 

dh(Jt) = h’(G) 0 dSt = da , 

hence &(x) E Mzt if z E Mz, , i.e. the diffeomorphism 

tt,d.) maps Mz, to Mzt- 

The purpose of the decomposition method is to find an- 
other stochastic flow of diffeomorphisms {Kt,s(*) , 0 5 
s 5 t} such that the identity 

dt,s = Et,s 0 4,s 



holds for any 0 5 s 5 t. Necessarily 

m,s = sty; 0 h,s , 

hence Kt,S(x) E Mz, if x E Mz,, i.e. the diffeomor- 

phism Kt,+(.) maps M,, to itself. This is the situation 

depicted in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Decomposition of flows 

A more explicit description of {Kt,s(.) , 0 5 s 2 t} is 
provided by the decomposition theorem of Kunita [7]. 

According to Kunita [7], the stochastic flow of diffeo- 

morphisms {Rt,s(*) , 0 5 s 5 t} satisfies the following 
Rewrite (11) as SDE 

dXt = [I - ?r(Xt)] o [b(Xt) dt + dwt] + ,o(Xt> 0 dzt 
d44 = (C,i% gobt,dx)ldt 

j=l 

where the vector fields are defined, for any regular point 
x E Mz with z E R, by 

go(x) = [I - n(x)] b(x) = q&d I 

andforanyj=I,...,m 

gj(X) = [I - T(X)] ej = ej - 7Tj(X) , 

where ej denotes the j-th vector basis in Rm, and nj (x) 

denotes the j-th column of the m x m matrix n(x). 

Notice that, for any regular point x E R”‘, and any 
j = O,l,...,m 

h’(x) gj(4 = 0 , 

hence gj(~) E TX MZ if x E Mz, i.e. the vector field gj 

is tangent to Mz. 

Definition 5.2 For any vector field g defined on R”, 
the random vector field (&i)* g is defined by 

K$)* g(x) = K,s(x) 1-l L&(41 7 

for any regular point x E R”. 

Notice that 

(i) If x E Mz, , then gj[tt,s(x)l E Ttt,s(x) Mzt7 for 

any j = O,l;..,m. 

(ii) If x E Mz,, then &(x) maps linearly TX Mz, 

to qt s(x) Mzt. Indeed, let x E MzS, and 

v E TX’ Mz, , and consider a continuously differen- 

tiable curve 0 c) $0) on Mz,, such that y(O) = x 
and q(O) = v. Then 8 c) &,,[$e)J defines a con- 

tinuously differentiable curve on Mz, , and 

$ tthwi = 5;,,h(e)i 3e) E Trt,~(,) Mzt . 

This holds in particular for 8 = 0, which proves 

that G,,(x) v E Ts~,~(,) Mz,. 

The combination of (i) and (ii) yields 

(<$I* gj(x) E TX Mz, 7 

for any x E Mz, and any j = O,l,...,m, i.e. the ran- 

dom vector field (cc:)* gj is tangent to Mz,. 

+ &llf,* sj[441 o dW! . 
j=l 

The coefficients are random tangent vector fields on 
M ts, adapted to the filtration (2,” , t 2 s}, and the 
above equation is a SDE on the manifold Mz,. 



6 Solution as reduced order filtering + 
transport 

Making use of the decomposition &,s = &,e o Kt,O, we 

have 

btjf) = E,,[fok,o(Xo) I Z:l = E,,[foEt,o(nt) j Z:] , 

for any test-function f defined on R”, with KCt = 

Kt,s(Xs) by definition. Since Et,0 is measurable w.r.t. 

Zy, the problem reduces to the computation of the con- 

ditional probability distribution of Kt given ‘ZF, in the 

following reduced order model 

dKt = (t<i>*go(Kt) dt + e(<$)* gj(Kt> 0 dwi 7 
j=l 

dzt = Lho&,o(~t)dt +dvt , 

where {Wt , t > 0) is a Wiener process with identity 

covariance matrix, where {Vt , t 2 0) is a continuous 

martingale defined by (6), and where the initial condi- 

tion ~0 = Xs has the probability distribution po(dx) 

supported by Mzo. 

According to Gyongy [2], the conditional probability 
distribution of Kt given ‘2: is absolutely continuous 

P&t E dx 1 Zf] = a(x) ~z,(dx) , 

and the density qt satisfies a stochastic partial differen- 

tial equation on the (m - d)-dimensional submanifold 
ilIz0 of Rm, hence 

(pt 9 f) = /M, f 0 &o(x) P,, bt E dx I z:l 

= 
J f 0 Lo(x) qt b> AZ,, (dx) . 

MZO 

The image measure &iXzo of the canonical measure 

Xt, on Mzo under the mapping &o(a) is absolutely 

continuous w.r.t. the canonical measure X,Q on Mzt, 
with density 

w(x) = ddet ([Sl,o(x>l* G,o(x>) j 

where the linear mapping [<i,o(x)]* [i,o(z) from TX Mzo 
to itself is invertible, hence the change of variable x I-) 

et .0 (xl gives 

(pt, f) = JMzt f(x) qt 0 S,TO’ (x) c~~o’xzo (dx) 

= 
1 Mtt f(x) 4t 0 rtTo’(x> %0(X) Xzt (dx) - 

This proves that pt is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the 
canonical measure Xzt on M,Q, and 

pt (dx) = qt 0 CETO’ (x> ct,o (5) Azt (dx) . (12) 

Remark 6.1 From the computational point of view, 

we have to solve a SPDE on a (m - d)-dimensional sub- 

manifold of R” with an absolutely continuous solution. 

This is much more efficient than solving equation (9), 

which is a SPDE on R” with a singular solution. 
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